
Healthy Minds: The F words: Fear, Futility, Failure

CONFERENCE  PROGRAMME

Wednesday 13th November 2019

Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole Street, London W1G 0AE 

9.15       Registration and coffee
 
9.45       Introduction:  Dr Emma Loveridge, Director Rafan House
 
10.00     1st session:  Heather Hanbury, Head Mistress, Lady Eleanor Holles School:
               "The Price of Success"
 
10.30     2nd session:  Sonia Appleby, Clinical Director Rafan House, Safeguarding Lead for

children, Tavistock and Portman NHS Foundation Trust:
"Safeguarding in Schools."

 
11.00     Coffee
 
11.30     3rd session:  Alessandra Marsoni,  Child & Adolescent Psychotherapist:

"Case study:  From tranquillity to freak wave - when transitions trigger anxiety."
 
12.00     4th session:  Mr Philip Stokoe, Clinical Psychoanalyst:

"External threats, internal values and their role in teenage mental health."
 

12.45      Lunch (and group feedback session for The Cambridge Code questionnaires)
              
2.00       Panel:  Open discussion with Emma Loveridge, Heather Hanbury, Sonia Appleby, 

Alessandra Marsoni, Philip Stokoe and Linda Langford Powell  
 

3.00       Coffee
 
3.15       5th session:  Annabelle Roberts-Ingrand, CEO "Present Perfect":
              "Changing our relationship with failure - a practical approach
 
4.15       Discussion and Questions
 
4.30      Reception
 
6.00     End

 

Further information, registration and payment details from:  llangford@rafanhouse.com  

Rafan House, 72 Harley Street, London W1G 7HG   020 3542 9935



Emma Loveridge is founder director of Rafan House Harley Street, a

clinically-governed team of expert mental health and welfare clinicians.

 She specialises in working with schools on mental health and well-

being awareness, and with parents and families on relationship and

psychotherapeutic issues.After her doctorate at Cambridge, Emma

struck out into the desert and loved it.  Wanting others to have the

same experience, she formed “Wind, Sand & Stars”, taking groups into

the Sinai and working alongside bedu tribespeople.  She was Principal

Adviser to Archbishop Sentamu before setting up Rafan House.

Who's Who

Emma Loveridge
www.rafanhouse.com

Heather Hanbury
www.lehs.org.uk

Sonia Appleby
www.rafanhouse.com

Sonia Appleby is an adult psychoanalytic psychotherapist and a social

work consultant with combined post-qualification experience of 37

years' working in local authorities, specialising in child protection; as a

guardian ad litem in private and public proceedings and a senior

manager in CAMHS.  Sonia is currently the Clinical Director at Rafan

House and the Safeguarding Lead for children at the Tavistock and

Portman NHS Foundation Trust.

Rafan House, 72 Harley Street, London W1G 7HG   020 3542 9935

Heather Hanbury read Geography at Edinburgh University and then

Land Economy at Wolfson College, Cambridge. Her working life in the

City of London began with Touche Ross Management Consultancy,

and her final role before becoming a teacher was as Head of Corporate

Fundraising for VSO.  In 1996 after completing a PGCE at London

University, her first teaching appointment was at Blackheath High

School.  From there, she moved via Haberdashers’ Aske’s School for

Girls to Deputy Head at Latymer Upper School before taking over as

Headmistress at Wimbledon High School.  She has been Head

Mistress of Lady Eleanor Holles School since September 2014.



Philip Stokoe is a Psychoanalyst (Fellow of the Institute of

Psychoanalysis) in private practice, and an organisational consultant.  

He spent almost twenty years working in the Tavistock & Portman

NHS Foundation Trust, finishing as Clinical Director.

philipstokoeassociates.com

After studying communications in her native Canada, Annabelle

moved to France and set up her media training company, Present

Perfect.   She has trained some of France’s top business people

and politicians, and became interested in how people succeed. 

 She is about to publish her book,  "The Rejection Theory", about

ways to build resilience.

www.present-perfect.fr, Twitter @abelleroberts, Instagram @annabellelsroberts

Alessandra Marsoni

Philip Stokoe

Annabelle Roberts

Alessandra Marsoni is a Child and Adolescent Psychotherapist

with twenty years' experience in NHS mental health settings.

She has a special interest in adolescent mental health problems

and has worked in the Adolescent Department at the Tavistock

clinic for over ten years. Alessandra recently left the Adolescent

Department and works in full-time private practice. She still runs

the Adolescent Workshop at the Tavistock clinic.

Rafan House, 72 Harley Street, London W1G 7HG   020 3542 9935

alessandra.marsoni@gmail.com



Presentation Summaries

1st Session: Heather Hanbury

2nd Session: Sonia Appleby

4th Session:  Philip Stokoe

5th Session:  Annabelle Roberts

Rafan House, 72 Harley Street, London W1G 7HG   020 3542 9935

3rd Session:  Alessandra Marsoni

There is a claim that university students are suffering increasing levels of mental health disorders. These are

linked to evidence of rising levels of anxiety in school children. I shall offer the view that there is a complex

relationship between an external world in which the adults deny the threats to society, particularly climate change,

and the prevalence of social media as an alternative to relating and creative intercourse. In this world, 

 performance and material success replaces concern and valuing other people to such an extent that our children

normal adolescent development is delayed and feared.

I will be talking about the struggles of an 11 year-old- boy when faced with a challenging change of school. In the

old school he was a dream boy, in the new school he became impossible to manage. This sudden change left all

the adults, parents and teachers, as well as the child, dumbfounded, it seemed inexplicable. It was as if his world

had been hit by what he referred to as a “freak wave” which, momentarily, swept his world away, both at home

and at school. 

I will be describing how initially everybody was hit by this “freak wave” and how this interfered with making

sense of the underlying internal anxieties of the child. When school, parents and mental health professionals

 were able to better work together, it became possible to think about the child’s emotional experiences and thus

find a way out of the impasse.

Safeguarding is a generic and sometimes cumbersome term.  What do we mean?  Broadly speaking, it is the

conflation of health, emotional well-being, the avoidance of harm (safety) and a response process when we are

concerned or when we recognise abuse.   Ergo, safeguarding must be central to all we do to ensure the culture

(the values and beliefs) within schools supports the ethos of being a health environment for children and their

teachers.  In my talk, I will explore how the environment of school supports healthy minds, what parents need to

do and how to respond to safety or child protection concerns.

Fear of failure is a crippling problem for some girls. As long ago as 2011, we held “Failure Week” at Wimbledon

High School and found many ways to demonstrate the value of failure to our students. We aimed to show them

that unremitting success isn't all it's cracked up to be! It may now be called resilience, and it may now be front and

centre of pastoral care in schools, but fear of failure hasn’t gone away. The pressure to be the best: academically,

socially, physically; is relentless. Parents and daughters often recognise the need to be more resilient but don't

know how to build this resilience.  I will talk about the ways in which we have sought to do this in the two girls’

schools I have led.

This is one approach to changing the mindset around rejection --viewing it as a positive thing that makes you

more performant, instead of something to avoid at all costs. The main idea is removing the stigma associated with

rejection and failure.


